KILBOURN & PROCTOR INC.
34 Curtis St. Scituate Mass. 02066

Phone: 617-894-3260

8 DAY WEIGHT DRIVEN MOVEMENT FOR BANJO AND SIMILAR CLOCKS
Made in New England, the birthplace of the banjo clock,
by New England craftsmen

FEATURES:
Heavy brass plates, cut steel pinions, burnished pivots, cut brass wheels, cast brass suspension bridge, cast brass keystone, polished brass faced 3" diameter lead pendulum bob on cast brass slide.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Movement, 2 5/8" wide, 4" high. Recommended case depth, 2 1/2" minimum.
Pendulum dimension, from center of dial to tip of pendulum:
18 3/4" for Lyre case.
22 7/8" for std. banjo case.
24 3/8" for Girondole case.
25 1/8" for Diamond Head case.

Dial, 7 1/2" outside diameter,
6 5/8" minute track diameter.

MOVEMENT ONLY: Furnished with brass cable, pulley and hand washer. (No hands or keystone)

MOVEMENT COMPLETE: Includes brass cable, pulley, hand washer, pendulum with keystone, weight, dial, hands and winding crank. The Lyre Clock movement is furnished with a special short wide weight suitable for the Lyre case. All other movements are furnished with standard tall trapezoidal banjo weights. All weights are approximately 7 1/4 lb.

Our movement is a close replica of that made by Simon Willard in 1796. There are many Willard movements giving excellent service today, having been made some one hundred and seventy five years ago. We have every reason to believe ours will last just as long and thus it is very appropriate for use in a clock which it is hoped will become a family heirloom.